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Executive Summary
Mobile telephony penetration has been a boost to inter-personal communications, a revolutionary
way of money transactions and social interactions. The fast expansion of mobile internet has
revolutionised the way individuals, media outlets, state institutions, and corporate organisations
communicate nowadays. In West Africa, increased access to smartphones have increased internet
penetration and facilitated the expansion of social media use. This has empowered citizens’
engagement and participation in social and public debates in the recent decade. However, the
improvement in mobile telephony penetration and internet access and the exercise of internet
rights by citizens to demand accountability, transparency in the delivery of public services is not
well regarded by all governments.
As citizens’ engagement online is on a steady rise, thanks to the massive use of ICT-enabled devices
and social media platforms, so has the crackdown and repression of civil and political rights in the
digital space by intolerant governments increased. The right to freedom of expression online has
become the target of repressions and has sparked a frantic debate around the interpretation of
such terms as cybersecurity, cybercrime, cyber terrorism, fake news etc.
There are also attempts to manipulate public opinion through social media platforms employing
the spread of fake news and campaign of disinformation.
As part of its mission to defend and promote freedom of expression both offline and online, the
Media Foundation for West Africa (MFWA) has been monitoring violations of freedom of
expression online and reporting on internet-related developments. The present report covering
October, November, and December 2020, presents the findings of the monitoring exercise of the
internet space in West Africa by the MFWA. It presents findings of the monitoring exercise across
the 15 ECOWAS countries plus Mauritania. It is the last of a series of four reports on internetrelated issues across the sub-region in 2020.
The current report highlights incidents of digital rights violations and discusses the challenges
confronting internet access and use in twelve countries – Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire,
Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Senegal, and Togo. Eight out
of the twelve countries recorded incidents of digital rights violations.
In all, ten distinct incidents considered to be digital rights violations were recorded during the
quarter in seven countries excluding Nigeria. However, during the #EndSARS protests in Nigeria,
at least twelve incidents of digital rights violations linked to the exercise of press freedom were
recorded, plus three incidents of online news outlets blockage. It is even assumed that there are
several unreported other incidents of digital violations during the #EndSARS protests in Nigeria
that are not featured in this report.
Arrest, detention and sentencing of a journalist, as well as intimidation were the types of violations
recorded. It has been also observed the trend of frequent resort to prosecution as a means of
repression and intimidation by evoking cybercrime laws to crack down on digital freedom and
internet-related developments in West Africa.
The report also highlights high data tariffs across the region and poor-quality service delivery that
leaves much to be desired. This remains a major challenge to most of the population in West
Africa. Several countries are yet to comply with broadband data pricing at less than 2% of monthly
gross national income per capita as recommended by the United Nations. However, 3G
technology covers, if not all territory of the sub-region, but all the 15 countries of ECOWAS. 4G
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technology is relatively increasing, and some countries are even considering deploying new
generation technology of 5G. Several countries' efforts are on-going to connect to fiber optic
technology and narrowing the digital gaps in-between the urban and rural areas.
The report concludes with some recommendations for improving internet access and use in West
Africa.

Introduction
Over the past two decades, the internet has emerged as a fundamental communication tool. The
advancement in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and the penetration of the
internet across countries, and particularly in West Africa, have been associated with fundamental
human rights. The internet is evolving at a phenomenal pace. In two decades, internet space has
registered tremendous innovations and advancements. The way people used to communicate has
been transformed, information is now at the doorstep of people and enabling them to
communicate instantly and efficiently was a distant dream a couple of years ago.
The rights people enjoy offline have become inseparable from their rights on the Internet and in
Cyberspace. This has led to the notion of digital rights as part of human rights and linked in part
to the security and safety in the use of the Internet and other ICT devices. Digital rights are also
related to internet governance, digital democratisation, amongst other issues.
There has been a significant expansion of the internet space in the past two decades. With the
surge of the pandemic of COVID-19, billions of people have turned to the internet to connect
with friends, relatives, get access to education online, organising forums, and events and work from
distance. The right to internet access at all times and for all, and at an affordable price has thus
proved indispensable. Internet access has never been more important than any other time than
during the last two decades.
By the end of the year 2019, the number of people using mobile internet globally was estimated at
3,800,000,0001. As of October 2020, active internet users were estimated at 4,660,000,0002 (59 %)
of the global population. The active mobile social media users were at 4,080,000,000 during the
same period. This underscores the increasing access to gadgets such as smartphones and other
internet-enabled devices. The increasing numbers of internet users underlines the need to keep the
internet on at all times for people to communicate and express views and opinions in real-time on
crosscutting social, political, and entertainment issues, etc.
West Africa is enjoying a relatively reasonable share of the boom in communication technology.
15 of the ECOWAS countries, plus Mauritania have been using 3G technologies since 2017. The
migration to high-speed 4G internet technology is progressing3 steadily.
By 2025, the total number of mobile broadband connections could exceed 400 million, four times
more than in 2017, and mobile broadband would account for more than 90% of total connections 4.
GSMA (2020). The state of Internet Connectivity 2020.Retrieved from https://www.gsma.com/r/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/GSMA-Stateof-Mobile-Internet-Connectivity-Report-2020.pdf
2Statista (October 2020) Global digital population as October 2020.Retrieved from https://www.statista.com/statistics/617136/digitalpopulation-worldwide/
3Comms Update (November 13,2020). Cable Compendium: a guide to the week’s submarine and terrestrial developments
Orange Group. Retrieved from https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/11/13/cable-compendium-a-guide-to-the-weeks-submarine-andterrestrial-developments/
4Hommel Thierry (21 Février 2019). Perspectives du marché de la téléphonie mobile en Afrique de l’Ouest
Retrieved from https://www.futuribles.com/fr/article/perspectives-du-marche-de-la-telephonie-mobile-en-/
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Few countries in the sub-region are rolling out 5G tests. This high-speed internet technology is
expected to be effectively launched in the region by 2025.
However, the benefits of the digital boom are not impacting people's life equally. Varying degrees
of gaps exist within the various social strata in individual countries, while disparities remain among
the various countries in West Africa concerning access, cost, quality of internet service, and safety
online.
Added to this is the challenge of inadequate policy frameworks and digital infrastructure and the
high cost of broadband data, which constitute impediments to citizens’ full enjoyment of their
digital rights.
Despite these challenges, in face of the COVID-19 pandemic, internet coverage and its impact in
West Africa has proved its resilience, although there is more room for improvement. The internet
has kept several sectors of socioeconomic life going. It has improved civic and political rights in
the region and contributed to empowering citizens’ participation in public discourses. Social media
is increasingly being used to convene online gatherings to demand good governance and
transparency.
However, incidents of digital violations have emerged as a major concern. Repressive governments
rather feel uncomfortable with the digital empowerment of their citizens and are using all methods
to repress online freedoms. They do these through repressive laws, arrests, detention, and
harassment of their outspoken critics on digital platforms and even through internet shutdowns at
critical moments such as elections.
As an organisation that works to promote freedom of expression online and offline, the Media
Foundation for West Africa (MFWA) has been monitoring and reporting on internet issues to help
to consolidate the gains and push back against the repression.
The reports from the monitoring are published periodically as The West Africa Internet Rights
Monitor and are intended to serve as a reference document for advocacy and policy dialogues at
the national, regional, and international levels around internet rights. This edition of The Internet
Rights Monitor features twelve countries – Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Senegal, and Togo.
The methodology, findings, and recommendations from the three-month (October -December
2020) monitoring are presented below.

Methodology
This report is the result of the monitoring, documentation, and reporting of internet-related issues,
especially violations against online expression, recorded in West Africa from October to December
2020. The monitoring is undertaken by MFWA’s internet rights monitors and national partner
organisations across West Africa.
The quarterly report focuses on countries in which abuses and other developments were recorded
during this quarter.
The monitoring and reporting are guided by an internet rights monitoring tool which was
developed by the MFWA and shared with its national partner organisations and internet rights
monitors. A user manual that provides tutorials on the monitoring tool also provides additional
guidance to the monitors who send monthly monitoring reports to the MFWA. The various
4

country reports are then analysed into quarterly reports, which are published as The West Africa
Internet Rights Monitor.

General Findings
In all, seven countries recorded internet rights-related violations. Twelve journalists were arrested
and detained, with 6 prosecuted under cybercrime law in Nigeria. Two were arrested and detained
in Mali. One was arrested, detained, and released on bail in Ghana, while one has been prosecuted
in Sierra Leone. All these journalists were attacked, detained, and trialed for simply publishing
critical online articles. Another journalist in Benin was intimidated for allowing an opposition
political party member to express himself on his online media. Four online newspapers were
blocked in Nigeria and Côte d’Ivoire. One political activist was also arrested and detained for his
critical post on social media in Guinea. Two bloggers were arrested in Guinea Bissau as well over
their online publications against the government.
Guinea shut down the internet for the second time, in the year 2020 to quell public agitations
around the declaration of the presidential election.
Victims of internet rights violations were mainly journalists (17), two bloggers, one sympathiser of
the opposition political party. All the violations recorded during the period under review were
perpetrated by state security agencies and state officials.
Further, as part of efforts to curb the growing trend of influencing public opinion online, by the
way of misinformation, and disinformation, Facebook has suppressed several accounts of people
and groups targeting some African countries, including West African ones. Burkina Faso, Côte
d’Ivoire, Niger, and Ghana voted in general elections without disrupting the internet and social
media.
In other developments, some countries took initiatives aimed at narrowing the
digital gaps and the promotion of inclusive access to the internet. Regarding Internet Universality
Indicators (IUI), Benin and Senegal have published their reports to pave the way for inclusive
internet development, while Ghana has launched its national assessment process during the last
quarter.

Country-Specific Findings
Benin
Mobile telephony subscribers were estimated at a little over 85.5% (10,793,725) of the population
at the end of the quarter under review. Out of this figure, only 1,196,4705 subscribers were using
4G/LTE services. The cost of access to broadband internet remained high. This is a major
impairment to access to the internet in the country. One gigabit costs 27.22 USD6.
5ARCEP

Benin (30 Septembre 2020). Graphique 2 : Répartition du parc d’abonnés par technologie. Retrieved from https://arcep.bj/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/Tableau-de-bord-Mobile-au-30-Septembre-2020.pdf
6 Cable co.uk. (2020). Worldwide mobile data pricing 2020.The cost of 1GB mobile data in 228 countries.
https://www.cable.co.uk/mobiles/worldwide-data-pricing/
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The country recorded an incident of violation during the period. An online journalist was
summoned by the High Authority of Audiovisual and Communication (HAAC).
On November 26, 2020, Virgile Ahouanse7, journalist and editor in chief of the online media
www.crystal-news.net, appeared before the HAAC for interrogation. Crystal-news radio is made
of former journalists of Soleil FM, a suspended private radio that belongs to Sebastien Ajavaon, a
businessman and political opponent of the incumbent president Patrice Talon. The summon of
Ahouanse followed an online radio interview he granted to the president of a committee for
political detainees and refugees on November 15, 2020. The journalist was accused of having
allowed the guest to make "defamatory comments and attacks on national unity and social peace"
during the program.
In other developments, during the period under review, UNESCO has announced that Benin was
the second country to have completed its national assessment of Internet Universality Indicators
(IUI). Benin IUI’s report8 was launched on November 2, 2020. This report offers a panoramic
picture of the Internet ecosystem in Benin, the country's comprehensive digital and inclusive needs
for digital development. Its recommendations are expected to inform the development of the
digital ecosystem in the country.

Burkina Faso
According to Burkina Faso’s Regulatory Authority for Electronic Communications and Posts
(ARCEP)9, during the third quarter of 2020, the total number of mobile internet connections
increased by 18.15% to reach 10,044,786, representing a penetration rate of 46.70% of the national
population. Access to broadband internet data remains very expensive. One-gigabit mobile
broadband cost 7.78% of the country's gross national income (USD 760.00) 10.
On September 4, 2020, the government inaugurated a new Internet Exchange Point (IXP) and
Virtual Landing Point (VLP)11. This is expected to greatly improve latency and speeds on the
network and reduce the cost of electronic communications.
During the quarter under review, the country did not record any digital rights-related violations.
However, as the country went to the presidential and legislative elections on November 22, 2020,
and for the first time, organised vote for the diaspora. Social media, such as Facebook and Twitter,
were massively used by presidential and legislative candidates to convey campaign messages to the
electorates. Web TVs and web-activism have also been thrown into the fray with series of public
discourses, debates, and in some instances, with deviant or indecent campaign language12.
Unlike, several countries that shut down the internet and disrupt access to social media before,
during or after voting day, Burkina Faso did not resort to internet shutdown neither during nor
after the elections.

Chrystal news radio (26 Novembre 2020). Crystal News : Le Journaliste Virgile AHOUANSE en audience publique à la Haac. Retrieved from
https://www.crystal-news.net/crystal-news-le-journaliste-virgile-ahouanse-en-audience-publique-a-la-haac/
8 UNESCO (October 28, 2020). How is the Internet in Africa: UNESCO launches national assessments for Benin, Senegal and Kenya. Retrieved
from https://en.unesco.org/news/how-internet-africa-unesco-launches-national-assessments-benin-senegal-and-kenya
9 ARCEP Burkina Faso (2020). Parc des abonnements de l’internet mobile au troisième trimestre 2020. Retrieved from
http://www.arcep.bf/download/observatoire/observatoire-internet/2020-3eme-trimestre-donnees-du-marche-national-de-lE28099internet-etdes-locations-de-capacites.pdf
10 A4AI (2020). Burkina Faso. Retrieved from https://a4ai.org/affordability-report/data/?_year=2020&indicator=INDEX&country=BFA
11 Comms Update (September 9, 2020). Burkina Faso deploys new IXP and VLP. Retrieved from Burkina Faso deploys new IXP and VLP
(commsupdate.com)
12Burkina 24(29 Décembre 2020). Elections 2020 au Burkina Faso : L’ABB livre les résultats de son monitoring sur les réseaux sociaux. Retrieved
from https://www.burkina24.com/2020/12/29/elections-2020-au-burkina-faso-labb-livre-les-resultats-de-son-monitoring-sur-les-reseauxsociaux/
7
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Other developments were also recorded in the telecommunication and digital entrepreneurship
spheres.
On October 26, 2020, the Minister of Development of the Digital Economy and Posts, Hadja
Fatoumata Ouattara Sanon, launched the "Wuli"13 project of the Sira Labs incubator in BoboDioulasso, the second biggest city of Burkina Faso. The project seeks to equip thousands of people
free of charge with skills in digital-related trades and other sectors of the economy, agriculture,
health, and education.
On December 3, 2020, ARCEP launched a public consultation on the allocation of spectrum for
the provision of fixed internet services14. According to the regulatory authority, this move is
anticipated to bridge the digital divide, increase access to the internet to different geographic areas,
both in the urban and rural areas, and also offer affordable internet to the population.
In constant efforts to improve internet services, the third biggest mobile telecommunication firm
in Burkina Faso, Telecel15, launched the 4 G/LTE services, on December 7, 2020. This brings to
three the Telco’s offering 4G/LTE services available in Burkina Faso.
Another development recorded during this quarter was aimed at educating the social media users,
and the general public. On December 10, 2020, Centre d’Information et de Formation en Droits
Humains en Afrique (CIFDHA)16 organised a workshop on the usage of social media platforms.
Participants were equipped with skills on the responsible use of social media platforms and online
activities.

Côte d’Ivoire
As of December 28, 2020, mobile telephony subscribers in Cote d’Ivoire were reported to be about
38, 806, 21117. The average cost of one gigabit of mobile broadband data costing 3.20 USD.
Côte d’Ivoire held its presidential election on October 31, 2020. During the period under review
coinciding with election campaigns, misinformation and fake news swirled on social media18.
A couple of weeks before the voting day, several incidents of inter-communal clashes were
reported, raising apprehension about possible electoral violence, and fears of network disruption
and internet shutdown. Fortunately, the authorities in Côte d’Ivoire kept the internet on.
However, the country recorded one incident of digital rights violation. On October 9, 2020, the
online press, Afrik Soir.net was reported been under attack for several days. The online press was
attacked by unidentified cybercriminals. The news portal is ranked among the first five online
media in Côte d’Ivoire and is acclaimed for its independent editorial line. It was not clear what
could have led to this attack on the online news outlets.

Aminata Sanou (28 Octobre 2020). Lancement de l’incubateur Sira Labs à Bobo-Dioulasso : Des opportunités de création d’entreprises
numériques pour tous. Retrieved from https://www.burkina24.com/2020/10/28/lancement-de-lincubateur-sira-labs-a-bobo-dioulasso-desopportunites-de-creation-dentreprises-numeriques-pour-tous/
14Group CSA (January 2021). Burkina Faso (ARCEP) – Public Consultation Frequency Allocation For Internet Service
January 2021. Retrieved from https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/12/02/arcep-consults-on-frequency-allocation-for-internet-accessservices/
15 Noufou KINDO (7 Décembre 2020). Internet au Burkina Faso : Telecel « offre plus » en lançant sa 4G+. Retrieved from
https://www.burkina24.com/2020/12/07/internet-au-burkina-faso-telecel-offre-plus-en-lancant-sa-4g/
16Burkina 24 (11 Décembre 2020). Utilisation des réseaux sociaux au Burkina Faso : A l’attention de « la génération tête baissé e »
https://www.burkina24.com/2020/12/11/utilisation-des-reseaux-sociaux-au-burkina-faso-a-lattention-de-la-generation-tete-baissee/
17 ARTCI (28 Décembre 2020). Abonnés-Téléphonie Mobile. Retrieved from https://www.artci.ci/index.php/marches-regules/10-observatoiredu-secteurs-des-telecoms/sevice-mobile/89-abonnes-service-mobile.html
18 TV5 Monde (2020). Présidentielle en Côte d'Ivoire : la désinformation pullule sur les réseaux sociaux
https://information.tv5monde.com/afrique/presidentielle-en-cote-d-ivoire-la-desinformation-pullule-sur-les-reseaux-sociaux-381545
13
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Ghana
As of December 2020, mobile telephony subscribers were estimated beyond 41,380,751 19 in
Ghana. In February 2020, the average price of one-gigabit mobile broadband was USD 0.9420.
Looking at this price indicator, it appears that the internet is relatively affordable in Ghana.
During the quarter under review, the country registered one incident of digital rights violation and
other internet-related development.
On December 14, the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of the Ghana Police Service
arrested Oheneba Bennie Boamah, a radio presenter working with Accra-based radio Power FM.
Boamah was detained for two days before releasing him on bail on December 16. The arrest and
detention of Boamah followed the publication of a video on his Facebook page. The radio
presenter was accused of threatening and insulting Ghanaian President Nana Addo Akufo in his
post. Boamah was charged with offensive conduct, breaches of peace and publication of false news
contrary to sections 207 and 208 of the Criminal and Other Offenses Act.
Between January and August 2020, a total of 11,54521 reports of cyber-attacks were made through
the government’s National Cyber Security Centre’s (NCSC) Incident Reporting Point of Contact
(IPOC). These incidents have become a major concern among the general public, public
institutions and private corporations. In a bid to raise awareness among the general public, and
build the capacity of different stakeholders, the National Cyber Security Center (NCSC) in
collaboration with the Ministry of Communications embarked on a series of month-long activities.
On October 7, a workshop was organized on the theme: ''Cyber Hygiene Best Practice for Parents
and Children''22. The activity formed part of a series of events aimed at educating children, the
public, businesses, and government stakeholders on cyber hygiene best practices, consistent with
the Safer Digital Ghana campaign.
To ensure equity and competitiveness in the data mobile service market, the National
Communications Authority (NCA)23, in June took measures to reduce the dominance of MTN
Ghana which commands (70%) of the market. Dissatisfied with the NCA move, the Telecom
corporate filed an application before Accra Hight Court seeking the reversal of the NCA decision
and prayed the court to classify it as a Significant Market Player (SMP) in the telecoms industry in
the country. However, on September 1, 2020, the court dismissed MTN Ghana's application for
judicial review24 and awarded a cost of GH¢10,000 against the mobile network company. On
October 13, 2020, MTN Ghana published a statement of withdrawal25 of the legal suit against the
NCA. According to the statement, the telecom company is considering engaging the NCA to settle
the matter amicably.
On October 27, 2020, Bharti Airtel, which forms part of AirtelTigo (formed in 2017), announced
plans to exit26 the Ghanaian telecoms market. The telecom company is in advanced discussion
with the government of Ghana to transfer its assets and customers. According to sources, the
19NCA

(2020). Mobile Voice Subscriptions from January to March 2020.Retrieved from https://www.nca.org.gh/assets/COMMUNICATIONSINDUSTRY-STATISTICS-MV-Q1.pdf
20 Cable.co.uk (2020). Interactive map. Retrieved from https://www.cable.co.uk/mobiles/worldwide-data-pricing/
21 Myjoyonline(October 3, 2020).We will not relent on our fight against cybercrimes - Cyber Security Advisor - MyJoyOnline.com
22(Juditih Lamiokor Lamptey (October 8, 2020). Parents admonished to prioritise the cyber safety of their children
Retrieved from https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/parents-admonished-to-prioritise-the-cyber-safety-of-theirchildren.html#:~:text=The%20monthlong%20event%2C%20NCAM,the%20Safer%20Digital%20Ghana%20campaign.
23Joy Online (June 8, 2020). Government moves to curtail MTN’s ‘monopolisation’ of telecom industry.Retrieved from
https://www.myjoyonline.com/business/telecom/government-moves-to-curtail-mtns-monopolisation-of-telecom-industry/
24 Ghanaweb(September 1, 2020). Court dismisses MTN’s application for judicial review of SMP declaration. Retrieved from
https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/business/Court-dismisses-MTN-s-application-for-judicial-review-of-SMP-declaration-1048693
25 MdernGhana(October 13, 2020). Breaking: MTN Ghana Withdraws SMP Legal Suit Against NCA. Retrieved from
https://www.modernghana.com/news/1035501/breaking-mtn-ghana-withdraws-smp-legal-suit-again.html
26Manny Pham (October 28, 2020). Bharti Airtel quits Ghana mobile market. Retrieved from
https://www.developingtelecoms.com/telecom-business/operator-news/10199-bharti-airtel-quits-ghana-telecoms-market.html
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withdrawal of the Indian group from the Ghanaian telecom market is motivated by the plan of the
group to focus on particular markets on the continent, and also because of concerns about rising
expenses that created high lost benefits27.
On November 4, 2020, the Rural Telephony Project was launched28 in the Ashanti Region. This
project forms part of efforts to narrow the gaps of mobile telephone service coverage between the
rural and urban areas. It is projected to connect 3.4 million people in the underserved and unserved
rural communities. 2,016 Rural Star sites developed by Huawei were said to have been
commissioned. This is expected to extend the national mobile coverage from 83% to 95% and
accelerate local economic development.
To facilitate the fluidity of mobile telephone communication and quality customer services during
Ghana general elections and the festive period, the National Communication Authority (NCA)
awarded a 5MHz extra spectrum29 to MTN and Vodafone Ghana at no cost. The NCA’s move
was aimed at solving the congestion in telecommunications and networks during the fourth
quarter.
Also, the third edition of the two-day West Africa Media Conference & Awards (WAMECA)
organised annually by the MFWA, was held through both virtually and in-person from November
13 to 14 in Accra, Ghana. The event brought together media practitioners, academics, freedom of
expression advocates, diplomats, and the business community across the region to deliberate on
COVID-19, the future of journalism in Africa and Digitisation. The participants made
recommendations to sanitise the digital landscape with quality and accurate information, especially
on social media, and online media monetisation.

Guinea
As of December 2020, people using mobile telephony in Guinea were estimated at 13, 924,00030.
This represents a mobile penetration estimated at 111% of the population. Mobile telephony
symbolizes the principal mode of internet access. 6,042 million people have access to the internet
through mobile telephony and mobile digital devices. The cost of data remained unaffordable to
many with a one-gigabit data bundle costing an average of 2.08 USD31.
During this quarter, Guinea recorded violations related to online freedom. The country held its
presidential election. Before the election, a political activist was arrested and detained for his
publications on social media, for simply denouncing the third candidacy of President Alpha Conde.
After the election, access to the internet and social media were disrupted, and online media was
suspended.
On October 18, 2020, the Haute Autorité de la Communication (HAC), Guinea’s media regulatory
body, suspended the online press guineematin.com for one month. The suspension followed the
refusal of the general administrator of the website to stop a live broadcast on the site’s Facebook
page of official polling station results during the counting of votes during the elections which gave
27Myjoyonline

(October 27, 2020). Reasons behind Airtel exit from Ghana for good. Retrieved from https://www.myjoyonline.com/why-airtel-isexiting-ghana-for-good/
28 Comms Update (November 16, 2020). Government and Huawei officially launch rural telephony project
Retrieved from https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/11/16/government-and-huawei-officially-launch-rural-telephony-project/
29Comms

Update (December 1, 2020). NCA extends free spectrum to MTN and Vodafone. Retrieved from
https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/12/01/nca-extends-free-spectrum-to-mtn-and-vodafone/
30 ARTP Guinée (3ème Trimestre 2020). Observatoire Statistiques. Nombre d’abonnements de téléphonie mobile. Retrieved from
https://www.arpt.gov.gn/sites/default/files/Documentation/observatoire_des_marches_3eme_trimestre_2020.pdf
31Cable.co.uk (2020). Worldwide mobile data pricing 2020. The cost of 1GB of mobile data in 228 countries. Retrieved from
https://www.cable.co.uk/mobiles/worldwide-data-pricing/
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President Alpha Conde victory for a third term. The online media suspension generated outcry
and condemnation from the media fraternity. On November 2, 2020, HAC, in a statement,
reversed its decision and asked the online news outlet to resume its publications.
Before the declaration of the results of the presidential election by the electoral commission, on
October 23, 2020, access to the internet and social media platforms was disrupted32. The internet
outage was the second during the year 2020, around elections. The first internet disruption was
carried out in March, during the parliamentary elections, coupled with the referendum on the
revision of the constitution that ''legitimated'' the third mandate of President Alpha Conde.
On October 27, 2020, Mamadi Condé, known on social media as Madick100 Frontieres, a political
activist, and sympathizers of the opposition party, UFDG of Cellou Dallein, living in Canada, was
arrested33 by the security forces, in Pamelape, a locality along the Guinean- Sierra Leone borders.
He was transferred to Conakry and accused of undermining state security, incitement to violence,
incitement to the destruction of public property through his publications on social media.
Also, ahead of the elections, Facebook34 set up a synergy between its eponymous platform and its
three applications Messenger, Instagram, and WhatsApp to prevent Guineans from being
influenced in their choices.
Other developments related to a mobile telephony company failure to pay taxes and the
deployment of 4G network were recorded.
On October 8, 2020, Guinea’s Regulatory Authority for Post and Telecommunications
(L’Autoritie de Regulation des Postes et Telecommunications, ARPT)35 ordered the closure of
Cellcom’s head office. The closure order was after the telecoms company failed to pay taxes on
national and international calls amounting to more than GNF 140 billion (USD 14.3 million).
Unfortunately, the closure of offices affected several customers who were denied service as a result
of the failure of Cellcom to clear its taxes on time.
As part of efforts to provide high-speed broadband internet service to its subscribers, on October
7, Orange Guinea, announced the activation of ''4G+'' LTE-A services. However, the telecom has
not revealed coverage details, it claimed that the new network offers data transfer speeds twice
that of standard 4G services.

Guinea Bissau
As of December 2019, the mobile penetration in Guinea Bissau had reached 87%36 of the
population. MTN and Orange telecommunications companies are the two major telecoms sharing
the market. 28% of mobile subscribers had access to the internet via their mobile in 2019. As of

32Netblocks

(October 23, 2020). Internet disrupted in Guinea ahead of presidential election result announcement. Retrieved from
https://netblocks.org/reports/internet-disrupted-in-guinea-ahead-of-presidential-election-result-announcement-DA3lQ3BW
33Youssouf Boundou Sylla (October 27,2020). Exclusif : Mamadi Condé alias Madick100 frontières arrêté à Pamlape
Retrieved from https://www.guineenews.org/exclusif-malick-conde-alias-madick100-frontieres-arrete-a-pamlape/
34Agence Ecofin (October 19, 2020). Guinée : Facebook se mobilise pour protéger les élections présidentielles
https://www.agenceecofin.com/reseaux-sociaux/1810-81451-guinee-facebook-se-mobilise-pour-proteger-les-electionspresidentielles?utm_source=newsletter_8556&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ecofin-comm-19-10-2020
35Comms Update (October 12, 2020). Regulator orders closure of Cellcom’s offices; Orange Guinea activates 4G+ network
Retrieved from https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/10/12/regulator-orders-closure-of-cellcoms-offices-orange-guinea-activates-4gnetwork/
36Dataxis (2020). Mobile Guinea Bissau. Retrieved from https://dataxis.com/my-shop/market-report/mobile-guinea-bissau/
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December 2020, internet users were estimated at over 3,9305137 people. The average price of onegigabit internet data was 4.2 USD38.
During the quarter under review, digital-related incidents of violations were recorded in the
country.
On October 6, 2020, a group of unidentified armed men picked up Kéba Sané and Carlos Sambou,
two critical bloggers who are fierce critics of President Umaro Sissoco Emballo's regime. It is
believed that their abductors were led by Trcherno Bari, the head of President Umaro Sissoco’s
security.
In addition to the attack on Sane and Sambou, in August 2020, a critical blogger; Danilson Ferreira,
was arrested, beaten up, and thrown into the cells of the Judicial Police for a week, forcing him to
flee to Lisbon, Portugal upon his release.

Liberia
As of December 2020, the mobile telephone SIM operating was estimated beyond 4,130,00039.
Internet remained very expensive, with low-rate penetration. One gigabit was rated at 17,25 % of
gross national income (610.00 USD)40.
During the quarter under review, Liberian authorities launched compulsory SIM Card registration41
into the mobile telephone services. It is expected the regulation will improve national security,
paving the way for new mobile money services, and facilitate SIM replacement in case of its loss.
In a bid to enforce affordable telecommunication services and tariffs regulation and control, the
Liberia Telecoms Authority (LTA) has sanctioned42 Orange Liberia and Lonestar Cell-MTN for
illegally raising tariffs of voice and data services beyond the floor prices. The aforementioned
telecoms were ordered to pay 4million USD for the gains made over floor pricing. The telecoms
operators were also ordered to revert their prices to pre-surcharge levels and pay customers back
for the period between October 8 and October 14, 2020.
Four months ago, on June 25, mobile telephony subscribers protested43 against an increase in voice
and internet bundle prices. In connection to the protest, Mamadou Coulibaly; Liberia’s Orange
Chief Executive Officer was arrested, plus several other protestors.
From all indications44, it is not too clear, from the telecoms to the regulatory authority who is trying
to burden the general public with excessive tariffs on voice communication and the internet.
To offer a wide range of choices of telecommunications and internet services to the population.
Liberia telecoms regulatory authority (LTA) awarded a license to state-owned PTO Liberia
37FRED

Economic Data. St Louis Fed (December 17,2020). Internet users for Guinea Bissau. Retrieved from
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/ITNETUSERP2GNB
38Cable.uk.co (2020). Retrieved from https://www.cable.co.uk/mobiles/worldwide-data-pricing/
39Simon Kemp (February 18,2020). Mobile connections in Liberia. Retrieved from https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2020liberia#:~:text=There%20were%204.13%20million%20mobile,83%25%20of%20the%20total%20population.
40A4AI (2020). Affordability Drivers Index. Retrieved from https://a4ai.org/affordabilityreport/data/?_year=2020&indicator=INDEX&country=LBR
41Manny Pham (November 4, 2020). Liberia pushes SIM and RUIM regulation scheme. Retrieved from
https://www.developingtelecoms.com/telecom-business/telecom-regulation/10242-liberia-pushes-sim-and-ruim-regulation-scheme.html
42Manny Pham (October 22, 2020). Orange, Lonestar Cell-MTN slapped with $4 million fine for surcharges
Retrieved from https://www.developingtelecoms.com/telecom-business/telecom-regulation/10171-orange-lonestar-cell-mtn-slapped-with-4million-fine-for-surcharges.html?utm_source=related_articles&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=related_articles_click
43Albert Baron Ansu & Ruth Gbatoe(July 22,2020). In Liberia, a new mobile phone tariff collides with digital rights
Retrieved from https://advox.globalvoices.org/2020/07/22/in-liberia-a-new-mobile-phone-tariff-collides-with-digital-rights/
44Lennart Dodoo (October 13, 2020). Liberia: The LTA, GSM Companies, Who’s Muzzling the Public with Sky-Rocketing Charges on Voice and
Data Services? Retrieved from https://frontpageafricaonline.com/analysis/liberia-the-lta-gsm-companies-whos-muzzling-the-public-with-skyrocketing-charges-on-voice-and-data-services/
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Telecommunications Corporation (LIBTELCO)45. This telecom has been deploying a fiber-optic
network across the country to offer GSM-based services. The operation of a third mobile
telephone company is expected to boost a competitive market resulting in better services.

Mali
As of December 2020, there were an estimated 1,636,80046 Facebook users in Mali. Just like many
countries in the sub-region, data prices remain high. One gigabit of mobile data costs about USD
6.85.
Mali recorded two incidents of internet-related violations during this quarter. Two journalists were
arrested and detained for alleged contempt of magistrates.
On October 21, 2020, Adama Diarra, alias Vieux Blen, a journalist working with the Bamakobased radio Voix des Jeunes was detained in police custody. The day before, Diara and Seydou
Oumar Traore, another journalist working with radio Jekafo, were summoned to report to the
Brigade d’Investigation Judiciaire (BIJ), a judiciary police department. When Diara reported to the
BIJ, he was interrogated for several hours and taken to the public prosecutor's office at the District
Court of Commune III. The public prosecutor ordered his detention, and the journalist was sent
to prison47.
On November 14, 2020, Seydou Oumar Traore, who did not report to the BIJ, was arrested in a
village, fifteen kilometers from Bamako and detained in a military camp before being sent to
prison.
Both Diarra and Traore were accused of insulting magistrates and charged with contempt of court
for publishing critical videos on Facebook.

Nigeria
Nigeria has one of the fast-growing mobile telephone markets in Africa. As of December 2020,
the number of connected lines of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) was
estimated at over 285,259,32048 in the country. Mobile data pricing remained relatively affordable
in Nigeria, compared to other countries in West Africa. One gigabit of mobile data costs between
1.7%49 of the country's gross national income (USD 1,970.00) and 1, 39 USD50.
While internet penetration and usage are increasing in the country, the authorities have always
sought to stifle press freedom, freedom of expression both offline and online. As of October 2020,
51 incidents51 of attacks on press freedom were documented, 60 journalists, including online
journalists, were reported ill-treated.

45Myles

(October 16, 2020). Liberia Telecommunications Authority Grants Libtelco License to Offer Mobile Network Services
Retrieved from https://extensia-ltd.com/2020/10/16/liberia-telecommunications-authority-grants-libtelco-license-to-offer-mobile-networkservices/
46NapoleonCat (2019, December). Social media user in Mali. Retrieved from https://napoleoncat.com/stats/social-media-users-in-mali/2019/12
47Maliweb.net (22 Octobre 2020). Inculpé pour outrage à magistrat : Vieux Blen commence à compter ses nuits en prison
https://www.maliweb.net/faits-divers/inculpe-pour-outrage-a-magistrat-vieux-blen-commence-a-compter-ses-nuits-en-prison-2900897.html
48NCC (April 2017 - July 2020). Monthly Subscriber Technology Data. Retrieved from https://www.ncc.gov.ng/statistics-reports/subscriberdata
49A4AI (2020) Nigeria. Affordability drivers index. Retrieved from https://a4ai.org/affordabilityreport/data/?_year=2020&indicator=INDEX&country=NGA
50Cable.co.uk (2020). Worldwide mobile data pricing 2020. Interactive map. Retrieved from https://www.cable.co.uk/mobiles/worldwide-datapricing/
51Article19(November 2, 2020). Nigeria: Free Media under Threat Arrests, killings, prosecutions, assaults: the daily life of journalists in Nigeria in
2020.Retrieved from https://www.article19.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Nigeria_free_media_threatened.pdf
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On October 8, 2020, Nigeria's youth-led protests against police brutalities with the hashtag
#EndSARS generated global support. The protest was bolstered by the massive use of the internet
and social media platforms within few days. As a result, President Muhammadu Buhari was obliged
to address the nation after several days of silence, while police brutalities, killing of protestors were
on-going, and the authorities qualifying the protest as ''deliberate falsehood and misinformation
through the social media.''
On October 11, the Inspector General of Police announced the dissolution of SARS. The Special
Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) was created to replace the debunked SARS.
With the #EndSARS protest movement against Nigeria Police Special Anti-Robbery Squad’s
brutality, the need to guarantee freedom of expression online proved indisputably fundamental to
the preservation of fundamental rights, the fight against intolerance, abuse of power, and the
obtention of policy reform.
However, during the quarter under review, twelve journalists were arrested. Half of them were
released after a few days, but six were charged to court, mostly under the Terrorism and
Cybercrime act52.
As the repression of protestors was going on, the authorities deliberately denied Nigerian citizens
the
rights
to
information,
and
freedom
of
expression
online.
Three
websites, www.feministcoalition2020.com, www.endsars.com, and www.radioisiaq.com, became
inaccessible from Nigeria during a few days but remained accessible from other countries53. This
was a clear indication of targeted attacks on these media allegedly orchestrated by Nigerian
authorities, however, it was not established from which institution the website blockage was acted.
Other developments recorded during the quarter under review, regarding mobile telephone
concerned the compulsory registration of mobile phone users by telecoms companies. According
to CommsUpdate, the Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC) has announced that all
mobile subscribers in the country will be required to provide their telecoms service provider with
a valid National Identification Number (NIN) between 16 December and the end of 30 December
2020, to update their SIM registration records. What this means to subscribers is, failure to comply
with the authority directives, all SIMs without NINs will be blocked from the networks.

Senegal
As of the end of the fourth quarter of 2020, mobile telephone subscribers were estimated at 18,630,
27654. Senegal has one the highest mobile telephony connection rate (114,94%) for fifteen million
people. The average cost of one gigabit of mobile data is estimated around 0,37 USD (200)55 francs
CFA and 3,30 USD56.
During the quarter, the country did not record any digital-related rights violations. The country
conducted tests of 5G Technology deployment.

52Article19(November

2, 2020). Escalation of the crackdown on journalists. Retrieved from https://www.article19.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/Nigeria_free_media_threatened.pdf
53 Open Net (December 2, 2020). MRA Condemns Blocking of Three Websites Associated With #EndSARS Protests Retrieved from
https://www.africafex.org/digital-rights/mra-condemns-blocking-of-three-websites-associated-with-endsars-protests
54ARTP (Septembre 30, 2020). Evolution trimestrielle du parc de lignes de la téléphonie mobile. Retrieved from
http://www.artpsenegal.net/sites/default/files/docs_observatoire/tb_mobile_30_sept_20.pdf
55 OSIRIS (29 Novembre 2020). Forfait Internet mobile d’Orange en FCFA hors taxe. Retrieved from http://www.osiris.sn/Tarifs-de-l-Internetmobile-d.html
56Cable.co.uk (2020). Worldwide mobile data pricing 2020.The cost of 1GB of mobile data in 228 countries
Retrieved from https://www.cable.co.uk/mobiles/worldwide-data-pricing/#regions
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On November 24, 2020, Orange Senegal, the country's biggest telecoms company by subscribers,
in partnership with Huawei, the Chinese hardware vendor tested 5G57. It is expected that the
deployment of 5G could take place in the next two years, subject to regulatory approval.
On November 2, 2020, UNESCO launched the completed report of Senegal on the national
assessment of the country's Internet Universality Indicators58.

Sierra Leone
There were 833,400 Facebook users in Sierra Leone in December 2020, which accounted
for 10.1% of its entire population, according to NapoleonCat. The use of mobile telephone
represents the main point of access to the internet and social media in Sierra Leone. More than
6.9 million people are connected to the internet. Like many countries featured in this report, the
mobile broadband data connection is low, but increasingly progressing and relatively unaffordable
for many. One gigabit of mobile data costs about USD 4.11 with much less reliable quality service
and unequal coverage being a major challenge.
During this quarter, the country recorded one incident of internet violation, in what can be termed
as abuse of power and legal prosecution as means to intimidate and silence critical journalism.
On December 4, Mahmud Kargbo Tim, a freelance journalist, was detained for two hours, and
later brought before a magistrate court in the capital, Freetown, and released on bail59. He was
charged with sharing ''insulting'' and ''scurrilous'' information via Facebook and WhatsApp. In his
social media publications, Kargbo reported about alleged fraud and abuse of power by Patrick A.
T. Johnson, the country’s assistant police inspector-general. If convicted, Kargbo could face up to
three months in prison and a fine of 20 Leones (US$0.002).

Togo
Mobile connection in Togo is estimated at around 7million60. According to Statista, the internet
usage growth rate reached 912%61 in 2020, representing the country with the highest increase. The
average cost of one gigabit was about USD 4.5062.
On November 28, 2020, as soon as a religious digital television channel, Céleste World TV, was
launched, the High Audiovisual and Communication Authority (HAAC) has ordered its managers,
to cease their activities. According to the media regulatory body, the church television started
broadcasting its programmes without obtaining its license63.
In attempts to foster quality service delivery by telecoms, and ensure the protection of the rights
of mobile telephony subscribers. Togo’s Regulatory Authority for Electronic Communications
and Posts (Autorité de Régulation des Communications Electroniques et des Postes, ARCEP)
Comms Update (November 27, 2020). Orange Senegal conducts 5G test
Retrieved from https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/11/27/orange-senegal-conducts-5g-test/
58UNESCO (November 28,2020). How is the Internet in Africa: UNESCO launches national assessments for Benin, Senegal and Kenya
Retrieved from https://en.unesco.org/news/how-internet-africa-unesco-launches-national-assessments-benin-senegal-and-kenya
59CPJ (December 18, 2020). Sierra Leone journalist Mahmud Tim Kargbo charged over police reporting
Retrieved from https://cpj.org/2020/12/sierra-leone-journalist-mahmud-tim-kargbo-charged-over-police-reporting/
60 Togo First (February 13, 2020). Togo has about 7 million phone users at the moment, nearly 90% of its population
Retrieved from https://www.togofirst.com/en/itc/1302-4937-togo-has-about-7-million-phone-users-at-the-moment-nearly-90-of-its-population
61Simona Varrela (September 9, 2020). Internet growth in West African countries 2020.Retrieved from
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1139345/internet-growth-in-west-african-countries/
62 David Ehl, Gianna-Carina Grün (November 3, 2020). Retrieved from https://p.dw.com/p/3knuq
63HAAC (7 Décembre 2020). Communiqué de la HAAC. Retrieved from http://www.haactogo.tg/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CommuniquéN°28-Celeste-TV-07-Déc-2020.pdf
57
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took a series of measures against anti-competition breaches. The regulator compelled the telecoms
companies (Moov and Togo Cellulaire) to stop on-net(intra-net) and off-net(inter-net) abusive
calls tariffs imposition on the subscribers.
On November 12, 2020, ARCEP served two formal notices to end the practices of differentiating
intra- and inter-network call-tariffs64 in violation of their terms of the license. As a result, the
telecoms complied. However, they increased the intra-network calls tariffs by 10 FCFA (0,018
USD) per minute. Displeased with the intra-intern tariffs increased, on November 20 and 23, 2020,
the telecoms regulatory authority bounced back with new directives to the companies to scrap the
new increase, which they complied with.
On the issue of poor-quality service delivery by the telecoms, on November 23, 2020, ARCEP
imposed sanctions against Togo Cellulaire. This followed the telecom firm's failure to provide a
consistent and convincing explanation regarding the disruption of the mobile money service on
its platforms.
Other development recorded during the period pertained to the country's efforts to provide a new
generation of high-speed internet technology. On November 27, 2020, Togo Cellulaire, a
subsidiary of the telecoms group, Togocom, announced the launch of its 5G65 services across the
country.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The mobile telephony connections are increasingly progressing, internet space remained relatively
unrestricted and there are relatively on-going efforts to narrow the gaps between the rural and rural
areas in West Africa. However, there are still persistent concerns about poor service delivery,
unaffordable cost of mobile broadband, lack of infrastructure. Equally disturbing are the challenges
of social inequalities offline are being replicated online.
Despite ECOWAS countries having constitutional provisions and ratified international treaties
that enjoin them to ensure and protect freedom of expression both offline and online, the
authorities have abused their power and interfered with the internet governance by imposing
repressive measures to restrict political events and public agitations.
The authorities impede the fundamental freedom of the press, freedom of expression by resorting
to internet shutdown or influencing court proceedings. Legislations are being interpreted to stifle
critical journalists, dissidents, outspoken citizens, and political opponents. For instance, in Nigeria,
several journalists deemed to be running critical reportage on #EndSARS protest were brought
before the court and sentenced under the repressive Section 24 of the Cybercrime law.
In Sierra Leone, a similar show of power was recorded when deputy Inpector-General of Police
Patrick A.T.Johnson hauled journalist Mahmud Kargbo Tim before a court over a critical online
article.

64ARCEP

(Novembre 23, 2020). L’ARCEP désapprouve l’augmentation des tarifs intra-réseaux. Retrieved from https://arcep.tg/larcepdesapprouve-laugmentation-des-tarifs-intra-reseaux/
65TVT (29 Novembre 2020). Togocom lance la 5G. Retrieved from http://tvt.tg/togocom-lance-la5g/#:~:text=Le%20Togo%20est%20passé%20depuis,l%27hôtel%20du%202%20février .
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In Mali, a magistrate court invoked abusive legislation to order the pre-trial detention of two
journalists for publishing critical articles online.
The conviction of journalists in Nigeria and Sierra Leone, blockage of access of online news outlets
in Nigeria and Côte d’Ivoire, and the arrest and detention of journalists Mali, for their critical
online publications as well as internet shutdowns around controversial elections in Guinea,
illustrate the disturbing trend of cyber laws interpretation and abuse of power.
This trend has the potential to undermine citizens’ demand for social justice, an end to impunity
for abuses perpetrated by security forces, transparency, accountability and good governance from
public servants.
While the violations are unacceptable, journalists need to be decorous and mindful of high
standards of ethics; media owners and manger must comply with the media regulatory framework
on online broadcasting. Abusive use of the internet poses a danger to online safety, undermines
financial and social services delivery, and hinders entrepreneurship. For instance, a website
administrator was arrested in Ghana for its online cybercriminal activities during the last quarter.
Criminal and nefarious use of the Internet provides a pretext for governments to target legitimate
use of digital resources that exposes corruption in governance and challenges authoritarian
attitudes. This provides an excuse for oppressive governments to adopt draconian laws to govern
cyberspace. These laws often fail to differentiate between the good, social and entrepreneurial use
of the internet, including the journalistic uses of the internet, thus, leading to the interference of
government with people’s online activities through surveillance and sometimes blocking of access
to online publications and media portals.
The phenomenon of influencing public opinion and voters through social media constitutes
another form of irresponsible and abusive use of the internet that compromises efforts of the
promotion of digital rights.
In light of the foregoing, the MFWA makes the following recommendations towards improving
the internet freedom environment in West Africa:
Governments:
•

should, at all times, ensure that freedom of expression rights is respected online as well as
offline

•

keep access to the internet and social media platforms at all times

•

desist from abusing power and influence in making arrest, detained and prosecuting
journalists, political dissidents’ rights for merely publishing critical opinions online

•

thoroughly investigate incidents of violations and punish perpetrators

•

scrap from existing legislations aspect repressive laws detrimental of freedom of expression

•

work with civil society to adopt legislation and mechanisms that are human rights-friendly,
and ensure that they are fully and efficiently functioning to curb the trend of the growing
insecurity in cyberspace.

•

initiate massive citizens’ education on the responsible use of the internet

Security Agents:
•

avoid abuse of force, arbitrary arrests, and detentions of journalists and activists for simply
exercising their right to participate in online civil and political discourses on national issues.
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Courts:
•

should ensure that the interpretation of laws is compatible with regional and international
legal frameworks on internet rights.

Telecoms companies and other Internet service providers:
•

intensify efforts in improving internet delivery services, and offer affordable internet
mobile broadband pricing concerning the Internet Universality Indicators.

Internet users:
•

be minded cybersecurity while engaging in online activities and interactions and report
suspected incidents of cyber attacks

•

are encouraged to seek reparation and redress whenever their rights are violated.

•

demonstrate responsibility and respect for the rights of others.

All stakeholders:
•

work pro-actively and collaboratively in addressing online freedom and cybersecurity
issues
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